Dr. A. J. Turgeon is Associate Professor of Turfgrass Science in the Department of Horticulture at the University of Illinois, Urbana. His principle areas of research include turfgrass community dynamics, cultural systems and herbicide action and metabolism. He is the author of over 160 scientific publications dealing with turfgrass science and technology. His teaching responsibilities include two courses and advising graduate and undergraduate students in Horticulture.

Dr. Turgeon is an active member of the International Turfgrass Society, American Society of Agronomy, Weed Science Society of America, Northcentral Regional Turfgrass Research Group, Northcentral Weed Control Conference, Sigma Xi, Pi Alpha Xi and Gamma Sigma Delta. He served as a member of GCSAA's Educational Advisory Council from 1974 to 1977. He has been chairman of the Illinois Turfgrass Foundation's advisory council since 1971.

Dr. Turgeon received a B.S. degree in plant science (turfgrass management) from Rutgers University in 1965. He then served in the U.S. Army in the U.S. and Vietnam from 1965 to 1968 as a helicopter pilot and instructor and was discharged with the rank of Captain.

He received his M.S. in 1970 and his Ph.D. in 1971, both in crop science (turfgrass weed control) from Michigan State University. He began his career at the University of Illinois in 1971 as Extension Turfgrass Specialist and Assistant Professor.

Outstanding among Wiley Miner's contributions to the sod industry, on the state as well as national level, was his early recognition of the need for mechanization of sod harvesting. His early pioneering efforts served as a stimulus for other efforts to develop harvesters which would improve the efficiency of harvesting sod.

Recently, he has unveiled an automatic harvester which, operated by a single operator, will harvest, palletize with cross-tying of sod pieces, automatically count, drop pallet and replace with empty pallet at a rate of up to 27,000 square feet per hour. This currently represents the top-of-the-line of Princeton Manufacturing Company's three models of harvesters that have evolved from the years he dedicated to sod industry mechanization.

Mr. Miner came to New Jersey in the early 1960's and began his sod production business, Princeton Turf Farms. His early efforts generated much interest in the production of high quality cultivated sod in New Jersey.

He initiated interest in the beginning of a sod certification program which was started in New Jersey in 1974. This was one of the first of its kind in the nation and served as a pattern for certification programs in other states.

He provided leadership in organizing the Cultivated Sod Association of New Jersey in 1964, which is still very active at present. He served as its first president.

On the national scene, he was instrumental in organizing the American Sod Producers Association in 1967 and served as its second president.

Arthur Hathcock is a landscape agronomist for Bechtel Associated in Washington D.C. At present, he is the management consultant to the Washington Metropolitan Area Transit Authority. As such, he is responsible for selecting and tagging at the nursery, all the plant material to be used for restoration of the jobsites.

He monitors the installation of trees, shrubs, groundcovers and bulbs. All the landscape contractors' materials must also be reviewed and monitored from samples submitted for acceptance.

Mr. Hathcock must ensure contractors' full compliance with specifications and planting details, through on site inspection and supervision, including the warrantee maintenance period.

He provides technical advisory service for areas to be topsoiled, seeded, sodded or established with Penngift crownvetch. He also samples subsoil and topsoil for fertilizer and lime recommendations.

Mr. Hathcock has endorsed the use of Penngift crownvetch for embankment stabilization on the project and has provided all the technical assistance needed to completely write and update the specifications pertaining to seeding, sodding and crownvetch.

The Washington Metropolitan Area Transit Authority consists of approximately 98 miles of track and extensive grounds. The value of the landscape material has risen from $100,000, four years ago when Mr. Hathcock began, to over three million today. It is estimated that it will be another ten years before the project is completed.
split logs to firewood in seconds

Faster, easier and more economically than ever before, Vermeer Log Splitters take the work out of making firewood. A single control lever activates the powerful overhead cylinder, hydraulically wedging a heavy-duty cutting blade through any log up to 30’ in height — under 22,000 lbs. of splitting force. You can split, stack and have a truckload of firewood ready for delivery in an hour. Easy to operate. Easy to maintain. Powered by the hydraulic system of a farm tractor (LS-100) or available as a self-contained unit (LS-200). Vermeer Log Splitters are ideal for parks, campgrounds, tree farms, nurseries and rental operators. Write today for complete information.

VERMEER MFG. CO.
6110 NEW SHARON ROAD
PELLA, IOWA 50219
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PRINCETON’S “Self-Propelled” Sod Harvester

• Reduce Costs & Increase Production — drastically.
• 2 stackers — 1 driver
• Up to 22,500 sq. ft. per hour
• Models designed for various conditions.

For additional information write or call collect:
Chuck Braun
Sales Manager
PRINCETON MANUFACTURING COMPANY
955 W. Walnut Street
Canal Winchester, Ohio 43110
(614) 837-9096
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LEARN PROFESSIONAL LANDSCAPING

We prepare you to cash in on countless money-making opportunities in modern landscaping and show you how, by easy steps, to start your own business part or full time. You will learn latest developments in Modern Landscaping, including creative design—plant propagation—revolutionary new methods of growing in manufactured soils—practical soil testing—growth regulators—the low down on fertilizers—easy ways of plant identification—estimating and contracting. My unique home study course features easy to understand assignments with careful detailed illustrations. Certificate Awarded. May I send FREE, and without obligation, my informative BOOKLET?
LIFETIME CAREER SCHOOLS Dept. A-241
2251 Barry Avenue Los Angeles, Ca 90064
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Meeting Dates


Professional Grounds Management Society Annual Conference, Stouffers Hotel, Greenway Plaza, Houston, Tex., Oct. 30-Nov. 3.

Texas Recreation and Park Society Annual State Conference, La Quinta Royale, Corpus Christi, Texas, Nov. 2-5.

ALCA Maintenance Symposium, Northlake Hilton Inn, Atlanta, Ga. Nov. 3-4.

Seventh Annual Colorado Crop Protection Institute, Colorado State University Campus, Fort Collins, Colo., Nov. 9-10.

California Landscape Contractors Association half-day seminars, Stardust Hotel, Las Vegas, Nev., Nov. 10-11.


Irrigation Symposium & Equipment Show, Fresno Convention Center, Fresno, Calif., Nov. 16-19.

Tidewater Shade Tree Conference, Norfolk Botanical Gardens, Norfolk, Va., Nov. 17.

National Fertilizer Solutions Association 23rd Annual Convention & Chemical/Equipment Exhibition, Dallas Convention Center, Dallas, Texas, Nov. 28-Dec. 1.


Ohio Turfgrass Conference and Show, Dayton, Ohio, Dec. 6-8.

ALCA Design/Build Symposium, Sheraton-Dallas Hotel, Dallas, Tex., Dec. 7-8.
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International Society of Arboriculture, Indiana Chapter annual meeting, Stouffers Indianapolis, Indianapolis, Ind., Jan. 3-5.

Turf Grass '78, Maryland Turf Grass Council, Sheraton Lanham Inn, Lanham, Md., Jan. 8-12.

Western Association of Nurserymen Trade Show and 88th Annual Meeting, Hilton Plaza Inn, Kansas City, Mo., Jan. 8-10.


Kansas Recreation and Park Association Annual Conference, University of Kansas Student Union, Lawrence, Kan., Jan. 18-20.

International Society of Arboriculture, Kentucky Chapter annual meeting, Executive West, Louisville, Ken., Jan. 19.


International Society of Arboriculture, Ohio Chapter annual meeting, Sheraton-Columbus, Columbus, Ohio, Jan. 22-26.

ONE MANhandling.

...TRAILEVATOR,
the hydraulic elevating trailer that moves your equipment easily from job to job.

TILTSTER The low bed trailer that tilts.
Drop-axle, tilt-type trailer handles loads to 5,000 lbs. Simple, one-man operation. Easy access, tailgate ramp for ground level or low platform loading. Single and tandem wheel models. Bed sizes to 5'10" x 12'.

That's all there is to moving your equipment anywhere you want to. This unique Trailevator lowers to ground level for fast 'roll-aboard' loading, then lifts its own load to hauling position in just seconds. Lifts and lowers without uncoupling from towing vehicle. Standard trailer hitch attaches to car, truck or tractor. Four models available. Two capacities: 3,000 lbs. and 2,000 lbs. Bed sizes to 5'10" x 10'.

Magline Inc.
P.O. Box 9410, Pinconning, Michigan 48650
Tel: (517) 879-2411
Choose from a wide range of pump designs and materials to suit your requirements: cast-iron, Ni-Resist and bronze pump housings... even nickel plating on piston pumps.

**PISTON PUMPS**

- **Series 5200 Big Twin**
  10 gpm output at 400 psi with 6 hp engine

- **Series 5400 4-Cylinder**
  25 gpm output at 600 psi

**ROLLER PUMPS**

Choice of rubber or nylon rollers

- **Series 6500 5 Rollers**
  7.6 gpm at 100 psi
  6 gpm at 200 psi
  4 hp gas engine

- **Series 7560C 8-Rollers**
  10 gpm at 200 psi with 4 hp engine

**Products**

Solo Motors 12 1/2 hp Model 426, self-propelled high-concentrate mist blower is fitted with a 32-gallon tank for formula concentrations up to 10 times. It runs at two speeds forward and two in reverse. Speed ranges from 2-3 mph, with a formula discharge range from 1 quart to 4 1/2 gallons per minute. Eight standard nozzles can be individually aimed and calibrated. Chemical penetration will exceed a total width of 40 feet. Standard cleated tires will climb 45-degree hills with ease, or optional low-pressure flotation tires may be used to bring compaction to near-zero.
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The all-new 3rd Edition Turf Irrigation Manual by James A. Watkins is now available from Telsco Industries. The Manual provides 350 pages of reference material for engineers, architects, designers, and contractors involved with sprinkler system design or installation. It is an excellent study text for academic students and the interested lay person. The book is laid out to take the reader step-by-step through the design process: equipment, basic hydraulics, sprinkler performance, plot plans, head layout, pipe sizing and zoning. In addition, chapters have been included to cover special subjects such as: rotary systems, golf courses, pumps, cross-connection control, clean water, electrical, and water hammer.

It also contains 60 pages of important reference tables including: technical symbols and abbreviations; piping pressure losses and velocities; multiplying factors for flow velocities; pressure losses in piping appurtenances; equivalents for pressure, precipitation, wind velocity, flow, length; pumps and strainer data; head layout constants; weight of water; electrical wire data; and U.S. metric conversion factors.
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A new NIOSH/MESA approved multipurpose respirator for pesticides, dusts and mists is now available from the Occupational Safety Marketing Division of ESB. This same respirator will also afford excellent respiratory protection against paint, lacquer and enamel mists. Especially designed to meet agricultural and industrial hazards...
A HUSTLER never hibernates.

The HUSTLER mower you buy to save time and money during turf care season stays on the job all year, with easy-hookup attachments:

**Edger** works from grass or street side.

**Catcher/Compactor** — ingenious! Paddles pull and compact clippings into tight mass without noisy blower or dust. No loss of maneuverability.

**Heavy duty 72” deck** for long cutting, discharges rear.

**Flail cutter**, were turf conditions or local codes dictate. 60” cut.

**Snow thrower** (two stage) clears 54” path. Hydraulic controlled spout direction. Unique HUSTLER tractor design (weight centered over drive wheels) provides extra traction.

**ROPS Cab** for comfort, roll-tested for safety.

**Broom** sweeps leaves, debris, snow, removes thatch. 54” swath, 30° angle.

**Dozer blade** turns HUSTLER tractor into mini-dozer. 60” x 18” spring-load blade raises, lowers hydraulically. Angles 30° right or left.

**Tilt-deck trailer**. Drive mower on/off to transport at road speed.

HUSTLER Turf Equipment performs like a pro: turns at a touch, trims close, saves payroll cost, HUSTLER 272A or 272A Standard; or Hillside HUSTLER 360.

Call toll-free: (800) 835-3260, or send your business card for name of Distributor and more facts on the mowers that perform like their name.

---

that are generated by pesticide applications and spray painting, the new 122115 Respirator has been proven more efficient than previous respirators at removing contaminant particles and vapors from the air. Although filter efficiency has been increased, the 122115 is no more difficult to breathe through than earlier models. Because of its multi-purpose applications, respirator inventory requirements are greatly reduced.
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**The HUSTLER mower you buy to save time and money during turf care season stays on the job all year, with easy-hookup attachments:**

**Edger** works from grass or street side.

**Catcher/Compactor** — ingenious! Paddles pull and compact clippings into tight mass without noisy blower or dust. No loss of maneuverability.

**Heavy duty 72” deck** for long cutting, discharges rear.

**Flail cutter**, where turf conditions or local codes dictate. 60” cut.

**Snow thrower** (two stage) clears 54” path. Hydraulic controlled spout direction. Unique HUSTLER tractor design (weight centered over drive wheels) provides extra traction.

**ROPS Cab** for comfort, roll-tested for safety.

**Broom** sweeps leaves, debris, snow, removes thatch. 54” swath, 30° angle.

**Dozer blade** turns HUSTLER tractor into mini-dozer. 60” x 18” spring-load blade raises, lowers hydraulically. Angles 30° right or left.

**Tilt-deck trailer**. Drive mower on/off to transport at road speed.

HUSTLER Turf Equipment performs like a pro: turns at a touch, trims close, saves payroll cost, HUSTLER 272A or 272A Standard; or Hillside HUSTLER 360.

Call toll-free: (800) 835-3260, or send your business card for name of Distributor and more facts on the mowers that perform like their name.

---

**The Herbi model**, a lightweight, hand-held, battery-operated sprayer, is being marketed by Micron West. It features a rotary atomizer which insures correct sized droplets, enabling extra low-volume herbicide spraying. The atomizer spins at 2,000 rpm, converting the spray material into a hollow cone of even sized 250-micron diameter droplets. The disc is driven at constant speed by a 12 volt motor powered by “D”-size flashlight batteries. This insures even droplets, in an even disbursement of over 100 droplets per square inch for maximum spraying efficiency.

The Herbi is designed to utilize no more than the amount of active ingredient recommended by the chemical manufacturer, but with a fraction of the normal water required. Spraying at a slow walking pace, the 2½ litre bottle will give thorough spray coverage over ¾ acre or more.
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**The Model 6421** is the newest pressure washer to be added to Citation’s cleaning equipment line. The unit will discharge 240 GPH at 1000 psi. It comes complete with a stainless steel triplex pump, 3 hp, 220 volt, 1-phase, 60-cycle motor, float tank, dual chemical metering valve, 40-foot discharge hose and trigger control gun. Portable gear is optional.

The unit can be used independently as a cold water washer or in combination with a continuous water heater as a hot, high pressure washer.
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**Promark** has introduced the “Quarter Horse,” a 3-wheeled, multi-purpose utility vehicle designed for power, durability and ease of handling. “Quarter Horse” vehicles, with engines by Kohler, will carry up to 1000 pound capacities and seat two comfortably. In addition to its many applications, the “Quarter Horse” offers a super quiet pack for golf courses. Promark stresses the low cost of the “Quarter Horse” operation, its durability, ease of maintenance, and initial cost factor.
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USED EQUIPMENT

2 — 50' AERIAL BASKETS...55' Aerial basket, 2 Asplundh brush chippers...1 Vermeer stump mower...1 Vermeer stump cutter...Small hydraulic crane...2 John Bean sprayers...ten ton tri-axle trailer...1 Prentice log loader...trailer with front end loader and Bobcat loader...Parkway Tree Service...120626 W. Cherry, Wauwatosa...Wis. 414 257-1555.

1977 HIGH RANGER mounted on 1969 Ford F600...16' bed, hydraulic prunners...$26,000.00...665 Vermeer stump cutter...$6,500.00...2 — 50' AERIAL BASKETS tractor with front end loader and Bobcat ten ton tri-axle trailer...Prentice log loader...basket...2 Asplundh brush chippers...Vermeer tree mover...Vermeer stump cutter...and more information...Cannady Tree Service...Quitting tree work...call or write for photos...duty suspension thru-out...18' steely body...2,500 gallon...worked 220 hours...like new...Total cost $18,500.00...Banak Nursery, Inc...mounted on F600...16' bed...hydraulic prunners...$26,000.00...1972 BOWIE IMPERIAL hydro-multcher...$4495.00...1972 Vermeer TS-44T tree spade on hitch...Mint condition...$2995.00...1976 Care tree 36" tree spade...Mounts on 990 Bobcat...Excellent condition...$1800.00...1977 HIGH RANGER mounted on 1969 Ford tractor...loader...or dozer...Mint condition...$11,000 actual miles...Will deliver anyplace in Great Lakes territory...Cover Illinois...Michigan...Wisconsin...Indiana and Ohio for major manufacturer...Excellent starting salary and commision...car and expenses...A real opportunity for a highly motivated individual...Send resume to: Charles Putnam...VP/Sales...Telsco Industries...P.O. Box 18205...Dallas, TX 75218.

CONTAINER PRODUCTION MANAGER...A thoroughly experienced grower capable of top-level management...Beautiful New England can use another key man in one of its largest container operations...Attractive salary and benefits...Robert W. Baker Nursery, Inc...1700 Mountain Road...West Suffield...CT 06093.

HELP WANTED: Working foreman for driver's license for well-established landscape and maintenance firm...Year round employment...Potential unlimited for right person...Only person willing to work need apply...Send resume and salary desired to: Joe Sidari Landscaping, Inc...2358 Highmoor Road...Highland Park...Ill. 60035.
Bolens® Mulching Mowers. They cut the grass and the work load. In one pass.

- The Bolens Mulching Mowers take care of the clippings. So your crew won’t get stuck with extra clean-up. And you won’t get stuck with extra costs.

  - **The unique Bolens Mulching Mower** cuts and recuts the clippings into tiny particles, and then throws them back into the turf. Providing an invisible, nitrogen-rich mulch.* So there’s no raking, bagging or hauling involved. And less lawn feeding to do. Your crew can move on to other jobs. And you’ll be saving on fertilizer. Models are specially built for commercial and institutional use. Straight-thru steel axles, rugged all-steel deck, tough one-piece handle and positive cutting height adjustment.

  - **The Bolens Chain Drive Tiller.** The tiller designed to spend long, hard hours out on the job. Not in the shop. Our 3 and 5 hp models feature fully enclosed drives that seal in the oil bath lubrication and seal out dirt. Cuts down on maintenance. And delivers plenty of power to the heavy-duty slasher tines. Or to a whole array of optional attachments that converts it to a walk-behind tractor. Controls are center-mounted on console for safety.

  - **Bolens Mulching Mowers and Chain Drive Tillers.** Built to be tough on the job. Not your crew.

See the complete line of Bolens commercial power equipment at your nearest dealer. For his name and address, call 800-447-4700 toll-free anytime (in Illinois, call 800-322-4400). FMC Corporation, Port Washington, Wisconsin 53074.

*Bolens Mulching Mower is a Trademark of FMC Corporation. © 1977 by FMC Corporation.

*Proven in a 2-year study at Michigan State University. For a free copy of this study on nitrogen return, contact FMC Corporation, Port Washington, Wisconsin 53074.
RAILROAD TIES
Perfectly straight and square no. 1 landscaping ties delivered in minimum orders of 250 ties. No. 2 RR ties also available.
MIDWEST RAILROAD TIE SALES CO.
541 South Range Line Road
Carmel, Indiana 46032
(317) 844-7620
If no answer, (317) 846-3457

FOR SALE: Outstanding opportunity. Offering 45 acre sod farm, Hudson, Ohio. Call Nora Crowell: 216 656-3340 or write c/o Smythe, Cramer Co., 201 North Main Street, Hudson, Ohio 44236.

BUSINESS OPPORTUNITIES


A.A.A. Tree Service has a business opportunity for you in Florida. Call or write Henry Hardy, Jr., P.O. Box 6173, Orlando, Fla. 32802. Phone 339-5242.


IN BEAUTIFUL COLORADO: 30 year old lawn/tree spraying and full service tree company. Grossing $200,000.00 per year with an excellent profit record. Market provides stability and good continuing growth. Send inquiries to Box 178, Weeds, Trees & Turf, Box 6951, Cleveland, Ohio 44101.

CALIFORNIA — Owner-operator weed control franchises available in choice locations. Write Custom Weed Control, P.O. Box 5294, Fresno, California 93755.

WANTED TO BUY

WANT TO PURCHASE active landscape business west of the Mississippi. Prefer town less than 150,000 population. Write L. Thompson, Box 355, Kalispell, Montana 59901.
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Debris never had it so bad.

Beer cans, cigarette butts, twigs, bottles, matted grass clippings and rocks look pretty ugly on a beautiful turf.

But picking them up hasn't been all that easy. (Ever try to get hold of wet leaves in wet grass?)

Then along came Jacobsen's unique rubber finger pick-up system. You'll find it used on all six of our Sweeper models. They pick up just about everything that you'd call debris, including branches up to 3" in diameter.

Even wet leaves in wet turf.

Besides having incredible rubber fingers, our big 700 Series models sweep a 5-foot swath, and have hoppers with a hefty 5-cubic-yard capacity.

Our models 720 and 730HL are PTO driven. The 730HL has a hydraulic dumping system that saves labor and time by dumping directly into a truck instead of on the ground.

Our models 720E and 720E-HL come with 12 HP or optional 14 HP engines, and can be pulled by any vehicle. The 720E-HL also has a hydraulic dumping system.

Then, our smaller 154 Riding Sweeper and 154T Towed Sweeper both sweep a 48" swath, and dump manually.

Five sweepers have the optional Curb Broom that cleans up parking lots fast. And all models offer the Thatcher Thinner attachment that lets you thatch and thin turf while sweeping. Plus other options you might want.

To find out about the most complete line of Turf Sweepers being made by anyone, ask your Jacobsen distributor for details. What he has to say is bad for debris.

And that's good for you.

Jacobsen Manufacturing Company, Racine, Wisconsin 53403

JACOBSEN

Take a look at leadership.

Patented rubber pick-up fingers are the worst thing that can happen to turf debris.